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MAGGIE MILES
MY BIGGEST ADVENTURE - WITH A MOPED
AROUND THE WORLD
1. How long have you been into
mopeds?
All started when I was 15 years old
and my grandpa taught me how to drive
mopeds and shift gears on a green
metallic Puch Maxi S. 20 years later
my father started to restore my Puch
DS 50 so we could take part at the
Ötztaler Moped marathon in Tyrol,
Austria. 2,500 riders meet up to
drive 238 kilometers, conquering 4
climate zones, 2 countries and 4
Alpine
passes.
It
was
a
real
adventure sharing my moped passion
with so many like-minded people.
2. What motivated you to ride and how
has traveling long distances on your
moped inspired you? At this same
event in 2018 I met the guys from
MOFAKULT AG. They sell spare parts.
We kept in contact and when I told
them I was taking my Puch DS 50 on a
road trip from Innsbruck to Sicily,
Marc (Owner of Mofakult) said they
were working on a project for several
months in which they want to send
someone with a moped around the
world. And that someone would be me.
First I was overwhelmed. At the time,
I wouldn't have dreamed of it. Within
seconds I was so excited to have the
opportunity to travel the world with
a moped that I instantly agreed.
Later when I realised what I agreed
on I shit my pants. Like always when
I do leave my comfort zone. But it
never kept me from doing it anyways!
3. What is the meaning behind Maggie
Miles?
First of all I am a slow rider .
Meaning I don’t have to hurry from A
to B. Time does not play a major role
on my journey. Mainly I am focusing
on
deceleration
and
conscious
experience. I ride with the flow,
spend time at places I feel connected
to.
Of
course
I
do
have
some
milestones I want to reach, though
the arrival is not the final goal.
The journey itself is. Besides my
mission is to find and write about
worldwide moped culture and moped
love.

My personal aspect of traveling is to
feel connected to people and the
world. I am meeting so many amazing
and inspiring people I would not meet
by staying in my hometown. Spending
even just a magical moment for example
I met the cyclist on the top of an
Albanian mountain pass with whom I had
a deep talk about the meaning of life
and traveling for an hour before we
said goodbye. These encounters make me
feel alive, energetic and happy as
short as they might be. Besides I am
and always was an adventurer curious
to explore new cultures, food and
people.
We see that you sometimes associate
education
or
academia
into
your
travels. what role does this play in
your
overall
journey.
Are
you
traveling to help inspire young people
in education or to inspire cultural
enrichment?
I would never have thought, my journey
has such an impact on people. I grew
up in a family and a social system
which made me believe “Nothing is
possible and you have to accept and
live with the fact.” It took me many
years and a shit load of will power to
overcome these limitations.
The main reason I was able to leave
the system and family dogmas was
education and financial independence
which offered me the opportunity to
travel. Experiencing other countries
and cultures leaded to a complete
different outlook on the world and
life. Soon I realised that’s really
important for my everyday happiness.
So wherever I meet young people I tell
them to learn foreign languages and to
find a way to be independent. It gave
me the power to make my own choices
and to go my own way. No matter what
everybody else said.
Recently I was invited to give a
lecture
about
my
journey
and
my
education at the German School in
Athens. Dialogue with the teenagers
was mind blowing. It was like I had
the opportunity to tell my younger
self “It is possible just believe in
yourself
and
stay
persistent”.
A
support I never had.
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Besides, I met Emanuele on his Vespa in
Italy while my bike was broken down. He
helped me to fix Sunny and we met later in
Pisa again. We were talking a lot although
Emanueles English is not too good. A few
weeks later
he sent me a message he takes classes now.
He wants to travel more and wants to be able
to communicate when ever he encounters
interesting people. I realised I am leaving
marks and that fulfills me with joy and
makes me really emotional. I feel very
blessed to be able to inspire people and
uplift them.

4. How many countries have you visited
so far? (eight)
On the 1st of August I started in
Switzerland crossed 7 countries on the
way to Turkey. Italy, Croatia, Bosnia
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania and
Greece. The guys want me to travel for
the next 10 years. My personal goal is
to reach New Zealand in 2-3 years. I
stopped planning too far ahead. You
never know what is going to happen. 3
years ago I was living and working in
Nicaragua, Latin America until the
civil war broke out. Now I am traveling
the world on a moped. I am curious
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which exciting adventures are still
ahead of me. One fact, however, is
clear, it involves traveling and
spending more time with lovely and
inspiring people.
5. What is the one thing that has made
the greatest impact on your life as a
result of your travels?
2011, I was studying a semester abroad
in Nicaragua. The first two weeks I had
a culture shock. It is still one of the
poorest countries worldwide. Quickly I
acclimatized, meeting friendly and
inviting people, dancing salsa and just
enjoying life. I remember this one
moment, I carried my dirty clothes to
the laundry. 37 degrees, midday, the
sun was burning a drop of sweat ran
down my forehead. A dead beat taxi
drove by, all 4 windows wide open
Latino music full volume, the driver
singing along at the top of his voice.
I looked up a house entrance, a very
old lady was sitting in the rocking
chair amused by the singing taxi driver
laughing at me and asking how my day
was going. In this very moment I felt a

happiness I never felt before. Not when I earned a lot of
money or got a promotion at work or anything else related
to materialism. Crazy enough I was carrying dirty laundry,
overwhelmed by the sensation of absolute happiness,
whining. My time in Nicaragua started a shift in beliefs
which actually changed my whole life.
2013, I was traveling from Rio de Janeiro to Cancun by
public transport, 17,500 kilometers in 9 month. It was one
of my life dreams and the first long term travel I ever
did. After 3 month I realised I am living with so little
stuff out of my 24 kilogram bag. I imagined my crowded
apartment in Austria and by only thinking about it I
couldn’t breathe anymore. When I returned I gifted half of
my stuff immediately. I just knew material stuff can never
make me as happy as it makes to explore and connect with
people and nature. By the way after giving away most of my
stuff the flat was still crowded.
6. Who would you like to thank for helping to make what
you do possible?
Mofakult and my followers Even though I am traveling solo
the guys at the Mofakult Headquarters in Frauenfeld,
Switzerland are backing me up. Whenever I have an issue
with the moped Chrigi, the Sachs engine specialist is only
one phone call away. Also I am group calling ones a week
my boss and work colleagues. They make sure I am doing
fine and support me emotionally too. The best part was
when they visited me in Patras, Greece and surprised by
bringing their own moped. Riding together as a pack is
still the best feeling on earth.
Besides it might sound funny but the biggest support are my
followers on social media. They send me so many lovely messages
and support me in a way I never would have imagined. I love them
all!
Social Media Links
IG | maggies.miles
YT | Maggie’s Miles
FB | MaggiesMiles.MM
WEB | maggies-miles.com
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